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The Digital Experience is now a key
part of…the Live Experience

With Covid in the rear view mirror people are once again 
attending events from sports to concerts to theaters and more.

All of these venues are integrating digital technology into the 
guest experience. Ordering food and drink from your seat, paying 
with your phone at temporary kiosks, or accessing supplemental 
information about the show or game they are watching. Many 
of these applications rely on Wi-Fi. 

In addition to guest services, venue owners and leases desire 
video security and a host of IoT applications to be operational 
throughput the property.

While the facility structure may have an baseline ethernet 
network, each event has its own floor plan or layout. A hockey 
arena one night is a concert hall the next. Which means your 
cameras, your PoS, your guest access Wi-Fi APs all need to 
move. Which means re-running, moving and redeploying your 
backbone network on the fly.

Add to this scenario the fact that much of the existing cable 
infrastructure is old, slow and may not be where it is needed 
today - you have a scenario that cries out for a more flexible, faster approach. WaveTunnelTM by Airvine is that 
approach, delivering multi gigabit connectivity flexibly, quickly, wirelessly.

The WaveTunnel system offered by Airvine is the only wireless indoor backbone solution that delivers 2Gbps 
today and more tomorrow operating in the 60GHz frequency band.

This is possible due to the advanced architecture and design of the WaveTunnel allowing it to steer around 
corners or blast through most indoor walls and obstructions. Something no other product on the market can claim. 



More applications, More devices,
More WaveTunnel

Powered by Airvine’s complete software system, VineSuite, the 
WaveTunnel is the answer to Large Private Event IT team has been 
needing but never been available.

As each new event, show or game is hosted in a given facility locate 
your devices where they need to be, not just where the cables are.  
PoS terminals, Guest Wi-Fi AP, video security cameras and more can 
be put in the right location enabling an enhanced guest experience.

The RAI in Amsterdam was a test site used to validate the system concept and performance.

Configuration of the nodes in the network using Airvine Mobile installed on a Samsung smart phone was 
completed in minutes. Connecting the WaveTunnel system to a Cisco infrastructure, multiple applications were 
tested over the WaveTunnel network and reported zero issues with any of the applications tested.

Large Private Venues represent the ultimate challenge to the supporting networks.

Requiring an almost custom network infrastructure design for each event demands easy move, adds and drops to 
the network. New and more demanding applications are being offered almost daily and the network is expected 
to perform.

When venue owners or facility renters walk in the door with WaveTunnel 
in their tool kits, all of these demands can be met, at a fraction of the 
cost of adding and/or moving cables.
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WaveTunnel – the answer you’ve
been looking for is here today!
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